Welcome.
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First off, thank you for considering having me at your wedding. It is an honor to be in this position alone. I would
love to meet you and your significant other when you have a chance to get to know the both of you better. I
really value the relationships I have made over the years with past clients. In fact, I consider them to be more
important than any other aspect of this industry. Again. Thank you.

Style.
Elegant, Timeless, Documentation. What does that mean?
Elegant
Within the documentation of your day, I mix in some posed pictures and fine art pictures. Different from a documentary style of photography, I will potentially adjust certain things in your pictures to pop out more. I do this at
my discretion for photos that could benefit from slight manipulations.
Timeless
I focus on moments. Moments will outlast the styles and trends that will fade away. In my edits, I focus on a natural color. I believe a solid color or black and white photo will always stand the test of time.
Documentation
I photograph moments as they happen. This is first and foremost the primary way I shoot. This is done by giving
as little direction as possible and letting your day unfold as it is. I believe that you will be more attached to
photos that are natural and true to the moment. I believe that focusing too heavily on Pinterest ideas can often
hinder the uniqueness your day has to offer. Lets focus on capturing raw moments from your day that don’t need
to be scripted. Authentic. Original. Each and every photo in this pricing guide has a story behind it to why I
know it is important to the couple. They are moments frozen in time to remind you when your dad gave a heartfelt speech about your partner. Or when you stopped at a smoothy bar to get drinks because you were so
famished and Lisa, an elderly woman that has been working there for years said the kindest words to you. These
are storytellers.

Raves.
“Not only is Benjamin incredibly talented as a photographer, but he has a character that you don’t see very
often in this world.” -Dusty
“From the first meeting to get an idea of what we wanted for our engagement shots in the dead of winter, to the
final minutes of our reception this summer, Boxcar Photography was nothing short of spectacular.” -Alison
“Best of Weddings, 2013.” -The Knot
“2014 Pick.” –The Knot
“You’re published!” -Rocky Mountain Bride Magazine
“He is so professional and comforting. At no point did I ever feel overwhelmed, which is super important in the
planning process. I was always confident in him and his ideas.” –Natasha

Me.
This is me. My name is Benjamin. Benjamin Strong.
I love food. There. I said it. I love finding hole in the wall places with amazing food.
I live in La Crosse, Wisconsin to take care of my grandparents while I still can. Right now that gives me purpose.
You could say I was always a goofball.
I love riding my cycle.
I love traveling. I have been all over the world shooting weddings, experiencing so many different cultures. It has
been so eye opening.
I believe in documenting lifestyles and people. Each individual has so many different experiences that has
shaped who they are as a person. It excites me to go into a wedding day without knowledge of the family and
see how each family operates, relates and connects.
The formal stuff
Evangelism Certificate -RBTC Broken Arrow, OK
Bachelors of Visual Communication with an emphasis on Advertising Design - Savannah College of Art and Design
Masters in Business Management with an emphasis on Project Management -Kaplan University

Packages.
Please inquire if you have requests outside of this pricing sheet. I am able to accomodate to a custom pricing
package to cater to your needs.
$3,000 6 Hours of Continuous Coverage
$3,500 8 Hours of Continuous Coverage
$4,000 10 Hours of Continuous Coverage
All packages includes
600 edited photos delivered
An Online Gallery (no watermarks) that will be available for one month from date of delivery
Unlimited Digital Downloads with print rights for your friends and family
Color and Black and White Conversion
Travel Cost included in the continental US
High Resolution Files
Unlimited Captures
10x10 Linen 10 Spread Album Gift (Complimentary, no cash value)
Engagement Session (Complimentary, no cash value)
USB (Complimentary, no cash value)
Optional Add ons:
$500 - Add 15 additional spreads to your album
$500 - Leather album upgrade
$500 - Passion Session (before or after the wedding couples shoot)
Final package price subject to sales tax.
All edited photos placed in the Online Gallery for viewing
The Retainer is 50% down upon booking. The remaining balance is due 14 days in advance of the wedding.
All sales are subject to state sales tax.
Not within your budget? Turn the page.

Want less?
Sometimes bigger packages are not what you would want. Thats Ok! See these prices for a budget friendly
option to shooting your day.
$2500 - 6 Hours of Continuous Coverage
$2800 - 8 Hours of Continuous Coverage
$3500 - 10 Hours of Continuous Coverage
All Hourly coverage only includes:
400 edited photos delivered
An Online Gallery (no watermarks) that will be available for one month from date of delivery
Unlimited Digital Downloads with print rights for your friends and family
Color and Black and White Conversion
High Resolution Files
Unlimited Captures

Prints.
In the past, before social media there was only one way to actually see the photos taken...prints. People would print their photos,
place them in albums and the albums would be passed down from generation to generation. Technology has allowed us to print
amazing wedding albums without requiring reflective sleeves to put them in. I truly believe that prints are not dead. There is something that bonds you to a photo you physically have. I believe this so much that I personally added a complimentary 10 spread
album to every package as a gift to you.
These quality linen and leather heirloom albums can be customized further than what I offer. There are options for 4, 8, 10, and 12
inch albums with linen or leather options as well as thin or thick pages.
Additional options include a Cameo Window, Engraving, Debossing, Presentation Box, or Craftsman Wood Boxes.

Cinematography.
Customized wedding videos are an amazing way to show the meaningful moments of your day through film. If
you are already purchasing a photography package from Boxcar Photography, I give an $300 loyalty credit.
This can be used towards albums, prints, or second shooters.
$3,000 6 Hours of Continuous Coverage
$3,500 8 Hours of Continuous Coverage
All wedding films include:
3-6 minute film delivered on USB.
1-2 licensed music scores
Sound effects appropriate for the day
Professional Audio recording to use in your film
Ceremony Coverage with a 30 mins-1 hour seperate film of your wedding
Reception Speeches in a seperate video

Next.

Let’s talk, nail down your coverage, and contract over refreshments. I look forward to meeting you in person!

Thank you.

